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Genesis 1:1-2:4a

“Where did I come from?” This is the question all children ask their fathers at some

point early into parenthood. Indeed it is question that strikes terror in the hearts of all of

us who have precious children or treasured nieces and nephews who have asked the

dreaded question. I recall thinking myself fully prepared to answer this question “Where

did I come from?” because, after all, in my undergrad education I had 52 hours of

zoology and 28 in chemistry. Surely I was ready and able to address questions of human

sexuality and speak to the question with some competence. But very quickly I came to

understand that drawing on my knowledge of human anatomy and physiology was not

what my children wanted at all. Perhaps they wanted a short version of their genealogy?

Your grandfather came from Scotland where he had met a lovely Irish girl at a Scottish

country dance (a ceillidh ) that felt much like a ceili to her. Or maybe that through the

generations, people who loved one another got together, and that you, my children were

created out of that love. Or did my firstborn want the story of how I drove myself to the

hospital in Virginia very near Mount Vernon and several hours later was blessed with the

only little girl in the nursery out of 30 babies there – making her a princess from the

outset of her life – created to be the center of attention. And perhaps my son really

wanted to know what the world looked like when he was born – what flowers were

blooming and which fruit trees were bearing on that summer day and where these things

and the world had come from because he would become an inquisitive nature lover who

now reads Scientific American for fun. With their natural curiosity they did want an

answer to “Where did I come from?” – but simple answers.

The people of the Near East asked how the earth came to be. And two stories were

told – the tale of an incremental creation, bringing order out of chaos to living things to
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humankind, and later the second story of Adam and Eve and their descendants – with

many variants, of course. The Book of Genesis addressed their questions “Where did we

come from?” and “Why are we on earth?” But the creation stories in Genesis are not

scientific answers. Or are they? The story relating the six days of creation and the

creation of a day of rest was handed down orally for centuries, and a tale varies in the

telling of it. And the authors or editors of Genesis were not afraid to include divergent

versions. But the essence of the creation story remains true, even until now, even when

studied by us 21st century scientific creatures.

The traditional translation from the 3rd century BC when the Hebrew was translated in

the Septuagint into Greek for the Greek-speaking Jews and it begins with “In the

beginning God created the heavens and the earth” (Genesis 1:1).

It is unimaginable, but, from the very beginning, order had to be created so that the

world could exist, and the balance of nature would have to exist and be ordered in just

such a way as to lead to and support life, life that eventually would lead to human beings.

Patrick Glynn in his book God the Evidence brings to light puzzling facts that can only be

explained by the divine hand of God guiding creation from the very beginning.1 Patrick

Glynn argues – and quite persuasively, I might add – that the science that has been used

by many to deny God will, in the 21st century, be the force to move those who have eyes

to see and ears to hear in the opposite direction.2 In 1935 Bertrand Russell published his

book entitled Religion and Science calling the creation of humankind “a curious accident

in a backwater.”3  The origin – the genesis – of life has been in question – has been

scrutinized – for centuries. The creation of the universe and humanity by God has been

seriously in doubt since the works of Copernicus, the 16th century Renaissance’s father of

modern astronomy, and certainly since Darwin, the 19th century naturalist who explained

the origin of species by natural selection or survival of the fittest. Doubt was planted in

our minds; thus began the atheist movement and the belief that God was dead.
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20th century intellectuals often spoke of the random universe. But now physicists are

seeing that creation was not so random after all. “[T]he seemingly arbitrary and unrelated

constants in physics have one strange thing in common – these are precisely the values

you need if you want to have a universe capable of producing life.”4 Modern scientists

have discovered – and are still discovering – an increasingly long list of coincidences or

lucky accidents in the universe, and the only common denominator is that these God-

incidences (as I call them) were necessary for us to emerge. Life as we know it would

never have been if there had been even minor changes – ever so tiny differences – in the

values that determine the natural physics and chemistry of the world.5 We can only

deduce that creation of the universe is the result of a process orchestrated to achieve the

end goal of creating human beings.

Scientific research that revealed the beginning of the beginning with the big bang

theory now shows that there was an order to the chaos – and therefore perhaps one who

ordered the chaos in the beginning – with the ultimate end point being the creation by

evolution of humanity. But scientists would also say that the origin of the big bang

remains unknown because at a certain point in time they come upon Planck’s Wall…the

dividing wall between what we know and what we don’t know. I would venture to say

that as we learn more and more through science we learn more and more what we do not

know. But God knows, because God orchestrated creation. The culmination of the

creation story is the emergence of people. All of creation – up to the time of the creating

of human beings – is the making of an environment for the human community.

Couldn’t the creation story be seen as being written using the science of the times – a

true telling of the story of divine power and purpose and our place in that creation?6

Imagine the story of creation as science. Classically science was tied more to philosophy.

To Aristotle scientific knowledge was a body of reliable knowledge that could be

logically and rationally explained.7 A more modern definition of science would be the
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study of the physical world and its manifestations, especially by using systematic

observation and experimentation.8 It seems to me that the creation story in Genesis has

been tested philosophically and scientifically and has passed the test.

Evolutionists and creationists differ in what they would have taught to our children

about the beginning of our world. Why does it have to be either/or – why not both/and? I

ask you to consider this: what if the Biblical account of creation – as told orally for

hundreds of years and then was written down in the Book of Genesis around 500 BC and

then translated to Greek in 300 BC – what if this account of the beginning of the world as

recorded in Genesis actually happened 14 billion years after the “Bible of nature” when

creation began.9 Genesis would then be a spiritual account of the meaning and source of

creation from a much earlier time, which would clearly fit into the scientific version.

Genesis then does represent the truth that God created over time, described as seven days,

developing, evolving over time. Surely God’s creation unfolded over time, a long long

time. And I would like to believe that God is still creating.

So perhaps the simplest answer of all would suffice when we must explain “Where do

we come from?” and “Why were we created?” The God of love created us. God started it

all, everything, everywhere. And it was good. But after God created us, it was very good.

That is what fathers (and mothers) should tell their wee ones when they ask. God created

everything – including us, including you, precious child – you were created out of love.

And when you were created, God said: now that one is good, very good.
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